EVENTS TOUR NIGHT STAND TEAM ROLE

DESCRIPTION
Responsible to: On site Tearfund staff member

PURPOSE OF THE ROLE
Tearfund have a partnership with Big Church Live who run tours with various Christian musicians all across the country. The exhibition stand is an opportunity to share the vision Tearfund has to see the local church overcoming poverty. We are passionate about the connection between worship and justice believing our worship should flow out from our hearts into our lives - impacting the decisions we make and the way we live. We invite the audience to give, to act and to pray in response to our work. We’re keen to place each volunteer in a role they will enjoy and suit them. Volunteers in this role must be comfortable talking to a variety of people at the event, to share with them our vision and ask for support with confidence. You’ll also need to be prepared to be on your feet and able to move boxes of resources. The events often finish quite late so please do consider travel options in advance.

REQUIREMENTS
We are looking for people who are passionate about telling the world about God’s heart for justice and Tearfund’s work in following Him.

- Enthusiastic, confident and outgoing person who wants to communicate Tearfund to the delegates.
- Reasonable knowledge of and enthusiastic about Tearfund.
- Excellent interpersonal skills - relational and sensitive in dealing with members of the public.
- Ability to use initiative and have a positive attitude.
- Committed to achieving the objectives and willing to learn and adapt throughout the event.

WHAT WILL I DO?
Working on the stand:

- Arrive at the specified time.
- Help set up and pack down resource tables and banners.
- Proactively engage new and current supporters.
- Give out a thank you gift to audience members responding on the night.
- Be an excellent approachable ambassador for Tearfund.
- Check forms have been correctly completed.

Contribute to the team:

- Read the email sent out prior to the event.
- Attend the initial on-site briefing run by the Events team staff (not applicable for all tours)
- Look out for your own spiritual needs and those of your team around you.
- Arrive at the specified time to help set up before the doors open.

WHAT WILL TEARFUND DO?
● Help you gain extra work based skills and experience in the areas of customer service
● Provide free entry to the event with time to enjoy the evening.
● Enable you to meet and work with new people.
● Increase your knowledge of Tearfund.
● Enable you to meet passionate Tearfund supporters